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Close your eyes and imagine the life you dream of. How does it compare to your life today? Is there

a path that could cause them intersect? The answer is yes. The question is - are you prepared to

make the journey? You will need direction, resolve, and a strong community. They are available to

you now, if you are ready. Are you?The View from Venus will help in your quest:* Identify your

passion*Â Remove the blocks that are stopping you* Empower you with the mindset and tools you

need* Create the life you want in network marketing* Design your own path to success with an

incredible leader who has gone before you* Learn from her mistakes and benefit from her wins
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This book is a must read! We all hear about books to read to help our mindset in Network

Marketing. How is this book different? It is direct application to building your Network Marketing

business the correct way. You can expect to learn from one of the Top Network Marketers in the

business, providing tools and proper expectations on building your business of residual income.

Carrie Dickie is an incredible mentor and business trainer who has walked the walk of Network

Marketing and Succeeded! This book will be become the 'go to book' for all network marketers for

proper training, mindset, behavior and goal setting. Don't just read this book, let this book settle into

your bones and change you from the inside out to become the person you are called to be! Get

yours today, to start or re-start your business as you soar to your dreams!

I am so extremely proud of my amazing mentor Carrie Dickie. She has written a book full of heart. In



this book Carrie shares the real and authentic journey of what it takes to be a successful network

marketing professional. This book is a perfect blend of motivation, inspiration, and practical skill

building. A must read for all Network Marketers.

Carrie Dickie transforms the notion that network marketing/direct sales businesses don't work. In

this truth and heart-filled book she elevates this business model from the vilified bottom of the barrel

to its rightful place as the most democratic business model of all. It is a business model that relies

on hard work, serving others and building relationships rather than the haphazard game of playing

office politics found in traditional business. The book debunks the myth that "only people at the top

make money" and in a practical and genuine way, Dickie provides a path for all to be successful in

this industry, whatever company they choose as their vehicle for success. This book is masterful,

informational, instructive, intelligent and thoughtful, written in a clear and concise manner in a very

readable way. It is a "must read" for beginners and a wonderful review and paradigm shifter for

those who have been working a network marketing or direct sales business for a while who may

need some inspiration. I highly recommend it!

This book is by far the best I've ever read on our amazing industry of Network Marketing* (I've read

over 25 books since Jan 1st this year to give you an idea of how much I read;)Amazingly well

written flows nicely and gives you the tools and the Kick in the A$$ to take ACTION and build the

Life of your Dreams â•¤ðŸ‘•

ðŸ‘•â•£ðŸ¤—ó¾®žðŸ¤—ó¾®žðŸ¤—ó¾®žâ•£ðŸ‘•Absolutely LðŸ’œVING Carrie's bookâ•£I'm taking

lots of notes & can't wait till it becomes available in the audio version.I retain things better when I

read AND hear it.Thank you, Carrie Dickie for sharing your knowledge, your heart & your networking

secrets.âœ•ðŸ™•âœ•God Bless You for inspiring me & giving me the courage to take

ACTIONâ•£âœ•ðŸ™•âœ•I'm taking your book to the networking groups I just joined & telling them it

is ðŸ’¯ a MUST HAVEâ€¼ï¸•I just have to share the Ló¾¬–ðŸ’œVE! It is too AWESðŸ’œME to keep

to myself! ðŸ’žðŸ‘•ðŸ’žðŸ’œTo anyone reading this review...BUY "Network Marketing~The View from

Venus" NOWâ€¼ï¸•Carrie's stories will make you laugh, make you cry, give you goose bumps and

fill your heart with the desire to share her fabulous tips and to take ACTION in your business or

endeavor.If you want what Carrie has...DO WHAT SHE DOES!!...ðŸ’œTAKE ACTION! Buy her

book, read it, DO ITðŸ’œ



Carrie's book has captured the essence of Carrie herself! It is full of compassion, entrepreneurial

genius, heart-driven wisdom, and sincerity. Carrie Dickie beautifully conveys how Network

Marketing, when operated from the heart, can be a phenomenal journey of personal growth as well

as a pathway to financial freedom. This book is a MUST for anyone in network marketing who's

looking for more than the nuts & bolts of NM!

Carie Dickie is awesome A must read for everyone whether you are in Network Marketing or not.If

you are not selling then you are sold. Are you selling (seeking) the life you like or you are sold

(buying) the life you don't like?If you are happy with your life you have everything you want, then

this is great book to read and teach others.If you are NOT happy with your life and don't have

everything you want, then this is an excellent book to help you find ways to be happy.

I am Carrie's mother, Jane. That might lead you to think I am biased. I AM. Having known Carrie all

her life, I am aware of her insecurities as a child .......for whatever reasons. She has been on a path

of self development for years and she is getting smarter and healthier every day. She knows the

Network Marketing industry inside and out, having built two successful businesses. I find her bright,

sensitive, compassionate and generous with her time and treasure. This book is her offering to

anyone who hopes to achieve the degree of financial and time freedom that she has achieved. I

dabbled in Networking for a number of years while running my fund raising business. Had Carrie's

book been available 30 years ago, I could possibly had great success in the field. It wasn't. It is now!

I encourage anyone who has even a remote interest in building a Network Marketing busines ( or

those who could use a little dose of compassionate common sense) to spend a few hours with

Carrie. I think you will find it time well spent. She is succinct, humorous and "on target." I think you'll

benefit. I did.
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